Mirroring human diversity, biological cells-though similar in composition and with shared fundamental governing processes-are yet each characterized by unique behavior, responding differently and in various degrees to their surrounding environment. However, the rich information contained within cellular diversity is lost when populations of cells are studied together. The need to study cells individually is clear if we are to develop a comprehensive understanding of fundamental cell physiology. To meet this need, we are working on nanoscale tools and automated instrumentation to enable and facilitate the study of single cells. Figure 1 shows multifunctional carbon nanotube-based tools for cell nanosurgery that we have developed. 1, 2 These nanoscale devices can transport molecules and particles into cells, 2, 3 detect biomolecules inside cells, 4 and measure electrophysiological changes within cells, 5 all without causing damage. 3, 6 Our tools have created new ways of studying cells in an effort to detect the early onset of disease and improve drug efficacy.
Cell nanosurgery procedures-for example, intracellular injection-are typically performed under an optical microscope at high magnification. Here, a user identifies target cells based on subjective visual cues and manually maneuvers a probe to those cells to perform surgical functions. These procedures are timeconsuming and laborious. They are often difficult and inefficient even for skilled personnel. To make cell nanosurgery more efficient, researchers are attempting to automate cell identification by employing image processing in bright-field, 7 fluorescence, 8 and pseudo-3D 9 microscopy. In our work, image processing and robotic control are combined to objectively determine ideal cells for nanosurgery, compute optimal interrogation points, and automatically maneuver a probe to interrogate cells at those points. 10 Figure 2 depicts the general functionality of the automated system, which comprises both specialized hardware and custom software. 10 Cells cultured in a Petri dish are placed under the microscope (Zeiss Axio Observer). The tip of a nanoscale probe, attached to a nanomanipulator (Eppendorf TransferMan NK2), is positioned within view. The nanomanipulator maneuvers the tips of nanoscale probes to targeted locations within cells. A camera (Point Grey Chameleon) transmits high-magnification images of the cells and cell probing procedures to a desktop computer. The computer runs software (Mathworks MATLAB) consisting of custom image processing and manipulator control algorithms. A custom graphical user interface (GUI) provides real-time visual feedback and manual or automated control of the nanomanipulator.
The goal of our image-processing algorithm is to objectively determine ideal cells for nanosurgery and compute optimal interrogation points from live, bright-field images to avoid fluorescent cell staining. The algorithm is tasked with finding the edges and nuclei of each cell in the image. The relative location of these two features enables us to target the best candidates for nanosurgery and compute ideal interrogation points.
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First, the algorithm performs a segmentation routine to locate all nuclei present in the image by passing a ring-shaped filter over each pixel. Pixels with intensities above a defined threshold indicate the center of nuclei: see Figure 3 (A). Using our prototype algorithm, we correctly identify approximately 40% of the nuclei in an image and are currently working to reduce the number of false positives (non-nuclei features) and false negatives (missed nuclei). Once nuclei have been identified, associated edges or membranes of the cell must also be located. Figure 3(B) shows how cell edges are found using a region growth algorithm: each nucleus expands outward, slows expansion proportional to its proximity to other nuclei, and stops where it reaches the background of the image.
The goal of our manipulator control algorithm is to allow users to easily maneuver the tips of nanoscale tools to precise locations. This is accomplished through a custom GUI, which allows the user to perform manual maneuvers or select from several programmed functions to automate the process, including Multi MoveTo (move to multiple locations in the order of selection) and Get Cell Points (move to cells identified by the image-processing algorithm). 10 First, the control algorithm creates the GUI and establishes a serial port connection with the manipulator (Initialization). 
Figure 3. Results from the vision recognition algorithm. (A) Nuclei and (B) cell edges are found using custom image-processing techniques to target specific regions within the cells.
Then, from the GUI, the user selects manual control or one of several automated functions as described above (User Input). Last, the algorithm converts input from the user or imageprocessing routine into movement commands and sends them to the manipulator (Execution). Figure 4 shows an example of the Multi MoveTo command. 10 Figure 5 shows our current progress toward combining vision recognition and robotic control to automate nanosurgery. With a Petri dish of cultured cells under the microscope and the tip of a nanoscale probe positioned at the center of the field of view, the user selects the Get Cell Points command. The vision recognition algorithm finds several nuclei and their centroid (and some false positives) and then commands the manipulator to maneuver to those points.
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In future work, we will focus our efforts in two areas: developing nanoscale probes of different geometries and materials to enable never-before-possible single-cell metrology and nanosurgery; and refining and expanding image-processing functionality and manipulator control algorithms for efficient cell nanosurgery. These efforts are aimed at enabling and expediting research at the single-cell level to advance the early detection and treatment of disease.
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